
11/13/2007   QuVIS Announces 3D JPEG2000 Support for the QuVIS Cinema 

Player 
TOPEKA, KS - November 13, 2007 - QuVIS has successfully integrated support for the new 

DCI JPEG2000 3D format in the QuVIS Cinema Player. The DCI JPEG2000 3D format is 

comprised of two 12-bit 4:4:4 video streams, left eye and right eye, stored in a single image track 

file.  During playback, the QuVIS Cinema Player decodes the image track file and separates left 

eye and right eye picture data into two separate synchronized output video streams.  

 

The QuVIS Cinema Player can be used for 3D stereoscopic exhibition using either passive or 

active visualization technology. 3D Passive viewing is achieved by projecting two images onto 

the same screen using orthogonal (linear) or circular polarizing filters. The viewer wears low-

cost eyeglasses fitted with the polarizing filters needed for that display type. In 3D Active 

viewing the viewer wears LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) shutter glasses that receive a wireless 

signal from the projector to open and close the lens shutters on the glasses in an alternate-frame 

sequencing method. 

 

'QuVIS pioneered the use of a single server wavelet-based solution for 3D mastering and 

exhibition several years ago and continue this leadership role by advancing a common format 

strategy,' Michael Paulson, VP of Engineering, said. 'Adding support for this new JPEG2000 3D 

Interop format is a natural progression for the QuVIS product line.  A standardized 3D format 

will empower content producers to reduce overhead and provide even more exhibitors with the 

next generation 3D Digital Cinema content.' 

 

In addition to the DCI JPEG2000 3D Interop format, the QuVIS Cinema Player also supports the 

original 3D QPE (Quality Priority Encoding) format that was instrumental in facilitating the 

emergence of 3D Digital Cinema content production and exhibition. The 3D QPE format is still 

utilized today for 3D content production and pre-exhibition visualization due to its excellent 

image quality and the real-time 3D mastering capability of the QuVIS Acuity. 

 

The QuVIS Cinema Player, the central component of QuVIS' Digital Cinema Network solution, 

is an elite multi-format playback server that has been designed to meet the performance, security 

and reliability needed for years of faithful service. The QuVIS Cinema Player not only provides 

the basic Digital Cinema functionality (e.g. 2K and 3D JPEG2000 playback and local content 

loading) but also features many advanced server capabilities including: 2K playback of a 4K 

Digital Cinema Composition, Network-based content loading even during active playback, 

Secure Logging and Reporting, Forensic Watermarking, and full theater automation 

programming and controls. 

 


